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Drawing from disciplines as diverse as linguistics,
cognitive science, psychology, and neuroscience,
The Emoji Code explores how emojis are expanding
communication and not ending it. For all the
handwringing about the imminent death of written
language, emoji—those happy faces and hearts—is
not taking us backward to the dark ages of illiteracy.
Every day 41.5 billion texts are sent by one quarter
of the world, using 6 million emoji. Evans argues that
these symbols enrich our ability to communicate and
allow us to express our emotions and induce
empathy—ultimately making us all better
communicators. Vyvyan Evans's Emoji Code charts
the evolutionary origins of language, the social and
cultural factors that govern its use, change, and
development; as well as what it reveals about the
human mind. In most communication, nonverbal
cues are our emotional expression, signal our
personality, and are our attitude toward our
addressee. They provide the essential means of
nuance and are essential to getting our ideas across.
But in digital communication, these cues are
missing, which can lead to miscommunication. The
explosion of emoji, in less than four years, has
arisen precisely because it fulfills exactly these
functions which are essential for communication but
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are otherwise absent in texts and emails. Evans
persuasively argues that emoji add tone and an
emotional voice and nuance, making us more
effective communicators in the digital age.
“What is important for citizens to know and be able
to do?” The OECD Programme for International
Student Assessment (PISA) seeks to answer that
question through the most comprehensive and
rigorous international assessment of student
knowledge and skills. As more countries join its
ranks, PISA ...
The first behind-the-scenes account of life with the
legendary ravens at the world’s eeriest monument
The ravens at the Tower of London are of mighty
importance: rumor has it that if a raven from the
Tower should ever leave, the city will fall. The title of
Ravenmaster, therefore, is a serious title indeed, and
after decades of serving the Queen, Yeoman Warder
Christopher Skaife took on the added responsibility
of caring for the infamous ravens. In The
Ravenmaster, he lets us in on his life as he feeds his
birds raw meat and biscuits soaked in blood, buys
their food at Smithfield Market, and ensures that
these unusual, misunderstood, and utterly brilliant
corvids are healthy, happy, and ready to captivate
the four million tourists who flock to the Tower every
year. A rewarding, intimate, and inspiring partnership
has developed between the ravens and their
charismatic and charming human, the Ravenmaster,
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who shares the folklore, history, and superstitions
surrounding the ravens and the Tower. Shining a
light on the behavior of the birds, their pecking order
and social structure, and the tricks they play on us,
Skaife shows who the Tower’s true guardians really
are—and the result is a compelling and irreverent
narrative that will surprise and enchant.
Why do zebras have stripes? Popular explanations
range from camouflage to confusion of predators,
social facilitation, and even temperature regulation. It
is a challenge to test these proposals on large
animals living in the wild, but using a combination of
careful observations, simple field experiments,
comparative information, and logic, Caro concludes
that black-and-white stripes are an adaptation to
thwart biting fly attack.
'House' has long been synonymous with 'home': the
significance of four walls and a roof lies far deeper
than simply shelter from the elements. A house
stands for sanctuary, family, belonging, privacy and
our pasts: even when standardised as a 'Barratt
Home' or modern housing estate, every house bears
the stamp of the people who live in it, remaining a
bastion of quirky individualism. The Great Indoors is
the first cultural history of the family home in the
twentieth century, comparable to Rachel Hewitt's
Map of a Nation or Joe Moran's Queuing for
Beginners. As society has changed, so has the
house: the hall - which had its finest hour during the
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middle ages, when families and their servants ate,
slept and socialised there together - has now been
relegated to a mere passageway, only useful for
getting to other (more private) rooms. Highmore
shows how houses display the currents of class,
identity and social transformation that are displayed
in the arrangement and use of the family home. And
he also offers an engaging and stimulating peek
through the curtains to explain why the fridge is used
as a communication centre, how the loo (or toilet)
inspired its very own literary genre and what your
furniture arrangement reveals about how you
function as a family.
It is a great pleasure to share with you the Springer
CCIS 112 proceedings of the Third World Summit on
the Knowledge Society––WSKS 2010––that was
organized by the International Scientific Council for
the Knowledge Society, and supported by the Open
Research Society, NGO, (http://www.openknowledge-society.org) and the Int- national Journal
of the Knowledge Society Research, (http://www.igiglobal.com/ijksr), and took place in Aquis Corfu
Holiday Palace Hotel, on Corfu island, Greece,
September 22–24, 2010. The Third World Summit on
the Knowledge Society (WSKS 2010) was an intertional scientific event devoted to promoting the
dialogue on the main aspects of the knowledge
society towards a better world for all. The
multidimensional economic and social crisis of the
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last couple years brings to the fore the need to
discuss in depth new policies and strategies for a
human-centric developmental process in the global
c- text. This annual summit brings together key
stakeholders of knowledge society dev- opment
worldwide, from academia, industry, government,
policy makers, and active citizens to look at the
impact and prospects of it information technology,
and the knowledge-based era it is creating, on key
facets of living, working, learning, innovating, and
collaborating in today’s hyper-complex world.
Test for the best. Invalsi. Per la Scuola
elementareComputer Supported Education12th
International Conference, CSEDU 2020, Virtual
Event, May 2–4, 2020, Revised Selected
PapersSpringer NatureQuality in TESOL and
Teacher EducationFrom a Results Culture Towards
a Quality CultureRoutledge
This edited book focuses on the latest developments in
classification, statistical learning, data analysis and related
areas of data science, including statistical analysis of large
datasets, big data analytics, time series clustering, integration
of data from different sources, as well as social networks. It
covers both methodological aspects as well as applications to
a wide range of areas such as economics, marketing,
education, social sciences, medicine, environmental sciences
and the pharmaceutical industry. In addition, it describes the
basic features of the software behind the data analysis
results, and provides links to the corresponding codes and
data sets where necessary. This book is intended for
researchers and practitioners who are interested in the latest
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developments and applications in the field. The peerreviewed contributions were presented at the 10th Scientific
Meeting of the Classification and Data Analysis Group
(CLADAG) of the Italian Statistical Society, held in Santa
Margherita di Pula (Cagliari), Italy, October 8–10, 2015.
In his most extraordinary book, the bestselling author of
Awakenings and "poet laureate of medicine” (The New York
Times) recounts the case histories of patients inhabiting the
compelling world of neurological disorders, from those who
are no longer able to recognize common objects to those who
gain extraordinary new skills. Featuring a new preface, Oliver
Sacks’s The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat tells the
stories of individuals afflicted with perceptual and intellectual
disorders: patients who have lost their memories and with
them the greater part of their pasts; who are no longer able to
recognize people and common objects; whose limbs seem
alien to them; who lack some skills yet are gifted with
uncanny artistic or mathematical talents. In Dr. Sacks’s
splendid and sympathetic telling, his patients are deeply
human and his tales are studies of struggles against
incredible adversity. A great healer, Sacks never loses sight
of medicine’s ultimate responsibility: “the suffering, afflicted,
fighting human subject.”
The CEFR Companion volume broadens the scope of
language education. It reflects academic and societal
developments since the publication of the Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) and updates
the 2001 version. It owes much to the contributions of
members of the language teaching profession across Europe
and beyond. This volume contains: ? an explanation of the
key aspects of the CEFR for teaching and learning; ? a
complete set of updated CEFR descriptors that replaces the
2001 set with: - modality-inclusive and gender-neutral
descriptors; - added detail on listening and reading; - a new
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Pre–A1 level, plus enriched description at A1 and C levels; - a
replacement scale for phonological competence; - new scales
for mediation, online interaction and plurilingual/pluricultural
competence; - new scales for sign language competence; ? a
short report on the four-year development, validation and
consultation processes. The CEFR Companion volume
represents another step in a process of engagement with
language education that has been pursued by the Council of
Europe since 1971 and which seeks to: ? promote and
support the learning and teaching of modern languages; ?
enhance intercultural dialogue, and thus mutual
understanding, social cohesion and democracy; ? protect
linguistic and cultural diversity in Europe; and ? promote the
right to quality education for all.
Statistical Analysis of Questionnaires: A Unified Approach
Based on R and Stata presents special statistical methods for
analyzing data collected by questionnaires. The book takes
an applied approach to testing and measurement tasks,
mirroring the growing use of statistical methods and software
in education, psychology, sociology, and other fields.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “One of the
most important books I’ve ever read—an indispensable guide
to thinking clearly about the world.” – Bill Gates “Hans
Rosling tells the story of ‘the secret silent miracle of human
progress’ as only he can. But Factfulness does much more
than that. It also explains why progress is so often secret and
silent and teaches readers how to see it clearly.” —Melinda
Gates "Factfulness by Hans Rosling, an outstanding
international public health expert, is a hopeful book about the
potential for human progress when we work off facts rather
than our inherent biases." - Former U.S. President Barack
Obama Factfulness: The stress-reducing habit of only
carrying opinions for which you have strong supporting facts.
When asked simple questions about global trends—what
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percentage of the world’s population live in poverty; why the
world’s population is increasing; how many girls finish
school—we systematically get the answers wrong. So wrong
that a chimpanzee choosing answers at random will
consistently outguess teachers, journalists, Nobel laureates,
and investment bankers. In Factfulness, Professor of
International Health and global TED phenomenon Hans
Rosling, together with his two long-time collaborators, Anna
and Ola, offers a radical new explanation of why this
happens. They reveal the ten instincts that distort our
perspective—from our tendency to divide the world into two
camps (usually some version of us and them) to the way we
consume media (where fear rules) to how we perceive
progress (believing that most things are getting worse). Our
problem is that we don’t know what we don’t know, and
even our guesses are informed by unconscious and
predictable biases. It turns out that the world, for all its
imperfections, is in a much better state than we might think.
That doesn’t mean there aren’t real concerns. But when we
worry about everything all the time instead of embracing a
worldview based on facts, we can lose our ability to focus on
the things that threaten us most. Inspiring and revelatory,
filled with lively anecdotes and moving stories, Factfulness is
an urgent and essential book that will change the way you
see the world and empower you to respond to the crises and
opportunities of the future. --- “This book is my last battle in
my life-long mission to fight devastating
ignorance...Previously I armed myself with huge data sets,
eye-opening software, an energetic learning style and a
Swedish bayonet for sword-swallowing. It wasn’t enough. But
I hope this book will be.” Hans Rosling, February 2017.
This proceedings volume highlights the latest research and
developments in psychometrics and statistics. It represents
selected and peer-reviewed presentations given at the 85th
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Annual International Meeting of the Psychometric Society
(IMPS), held virtually on July 13-17, 2020. The IMPS is one of
the largest international meetings on quantitative
measurement in education, psychology and the social
sciences. It draws approximately 500 participants from
around the world, featuring paper and poster presentations,
symposiums, workshops, keynotes, and invited presentations.
Leading experts and promising young researchers have
written the included chapters. The chapters address a wide
variety of topics including but not limited to item response
theory, adaptive testing, Bayesian estimation, propensity
scores, and cognitive diagnostic models. This volume is the
9th in a series of recent works to cover research presented at
the IMPS.
The work of Michel Foucault has become a major resource
for educational researchers seeking to understand how
education makes us what we are. In this book, a group of
contributors explore how Foucault’s work is used in a variety
of ways to explore the ‘hows’ and ‘whos’ of education
policy – its technologies and its subjectivities, its oppressions
and its freedoms. The book takes full advantage of the
opportunities for creativity that Foucault’s ideas and methods
offer to researchers in deploying genealogy, discourse, and
subjectivation as analytic devices. The collection as a whole
works to makes us aware that we are freer than we think!
This book was originally published as a special issue of the
Journal of Education Policy.

This book offers a comprehensive overview of current,
innovative approaches to assessing generic and domainspecific learning outcomes in higher education at both
national and international levels. It discusses the most
significant initiatives over the past decade to develop
objective, valid, and reliable assessment tools and
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presents state-of-the-art procedures to adapt and
validate them for use in other countries. The authors
highlight key conceptual and methodological challenges
connected with intra-national and cross-national
assessment of learning outcomes in higher education;
introduce novel approaches to improving assessment,
evaluation, testing, and measurement practices; and
offer exemplary implementation frameworks. Further,
they examine the results of and lessons learned from
various recent, world-renowned research programs and
feasibility studies, and present results from their own
studies to provide new insights into how to draw valid
conclusions about learning outcomes achieved in various
contexts.
Andreas Schleicher - initiator of PISA and an
international authority on education policy - offers a
unique perspective on education reform.
The recent recession has led to an ongoing crisis in the
youth labour market in Europe. This timely book deals
with a number of areas related to the context, choices
and experiences of young people, the consequences of
which resonate throughout their lives. The focus of the
contributions to this volume is on issues which, whilst
undoubtedly important, have thus far received less
attention than they arguably deserve. The first part of the
book is concerned with issues related to education and
training, covering matters such as the role of monopsony
in training, the consequences of over-education, and the
quality of educational institutions from primary to tertiary.
The second part is primarily concerned with the longterm consequences of short-term choices and
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experiences including contributions on health-related
choices, health consequences later in life, factors
affecting the home-leaving decision, as well as an
analysis of the increasing intergenerational transmission
of inequality; a trend which accelerated during the
recession. The last part of the book deals with issues
related to youth unemployment and NEET – the direct
consequence of the recession. This book contains a
number of innovative analyses reporting significant
findings that contrast with standard models. Some of the
more interesting results directly contradict conventional
wisdom on a number of topics from the importance of
monopsony in training markets to the importance of
transitory income changes on consumption of addictive
goods. This book is suitable for those who study labor
economics, political economy as well as employment
and unemployment.
Rigorosa, condivisa, comprensibile: così la valutazione
può migliorare la scuola. Non è la bacchetta magica, ma
un moderno sistema di valutazione può aiutare la scuola
italiana a rinnovarsi, evitando i rischi di declino. Come?
Fornendo analisi per capire le debolezze del nostro
sistema d'istruzione e le ragioni dei suoi ritardi. Offrendo
a ciascuna scuola strumenti di diagnosi per fare meglio il
proprio lavoro e migliorare i risultati degli studenti. Infine,
mettendo a disposizione delle famiglie efficaci bussole
per orientarsi. Ne è convinta la Fondazione Agnelli, che
arriva a questo rapportodopoun lungo percorso di
ricerca. Non mancano certo i dilemmi da affrontare. Chi
valutare? I singoli docenti, le scuole, il sistema scolastico
nel suo complesso? Con quali strumenti? Quale uso fare
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dei risultati della valutazione? E, soprattutto, come
costruire il consenso e guadagnare la fiducia degli
insegnanti, superandone le resistenze? Per la prima
volta un quadro esauriente della valutazione della scuola
in Italia e le soluzioni possibili, a partire dalle evidenze
che vengono dalla ricerca, dall'esperienza internazionale
e dalle sperimentazioni nazionali.
Through developing a decomposition analysis of the
inequality measures and promoting their effective use in
research, this book provides readers with a step-by-step
understanding of the inequality measures that are
currently used.
'One of history's most impressive field studies; an instant
animal classic' TIME Jane Goodall's classic account of
primate research provides an impressively detailed and
absorbing account of the early years of her field study of,
and adventures with, chimpanzees in Tanzania, Africa. It
is a landmark for everyone to enjoy.
Understanding Educational Leadership guides you
through critical perspectives and approaches across the
world, taking in the global north and south, and explores
the ways in which educational leadership is currently
understood, theorised, researched, modelled and
practised. The book also covers contemporary issues
including gender, sexual identity and race, as well as
topics such as governance, performativity and
corporatisation. It brings together evidence and ideas
that illuminate the power structures and relations in
educational leaders, leading and leadership and helps
you to consider the impact on policy and practice, and to
think about changes needed to mitigate the issues
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identified. The book showcases a wide range of
theorists, including Bourdieu, Foucault and Fraser. Its
impressive scope includes analyses of collectivist,
neoliberal and historical influences on educational
leadership. It explores forensically leadership styles, with
an explicit focus on distributed, instructional, democratic,
autocratic, laissez-faire and organisational forms.
Carefully curated by the editors, the world-leading
contributors draw on their wealth of knowledge about
research and practice to provide you with an overview of
educational leadership today, looking at global research,
evidence, arguments and conceptualisations. Each
chapter is written in an engaging and inspiring way,
following a consistent approach to help you to develop
your understanding in each of the areas covered. Full
pedagogical features throughout include chapter
summaries, key questions, case studies, questions for
readers and further reading suggestions with questions
on key texts. A companion website provides links to
open-access outputs, research-project outcomes, and
networking seminars, conferences with links to local,
national and global events and connections.
Migrant Youths and Children of Migrants in a Globalized
World (The ANNALS of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science Series)
This volume takes a holistic view of the current trends
and challenges in quality and quality assurance in
TESOL and teacher education. Bringing together top
scholars in the field from all over the world, the text
features invaluable international perspectives with the
common objective of improving the quality in TESOL and
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teacher education in constantly changing and
challenging educational contexts globally. Grouped into
four wide-ranging, thematic sections – on
multilingualism, diversity, teacher education, and future
challenges – the book addresses new obstacles faced by
educational professionals in today’s rapidly changing
educational landscape by offering alternatives to
quantitative targets. Chapter authors cover a range of
contexts and timely issues, including technology in the
classroom, culturally relevant teaching, teaching for
continuous improvement, professional development, and
monitoring and evaluating quality. Providing a forum of
discussion on the intricacies, complexities, and
challenges related to the urgent question of quality in the
field, this book is a must-read for prospective ESL/EFL
teachers and teacher educators.
Multifaceted Assessment in Early Childhood is ideal for
those on upper-division undergraduate courses and firstlevel graduate courses in early childhood education
assessment. The book covers the various measures
used in a range of assessment dimensions, and includes
valuable information regarding young children with
special needs and English Language Learners, which
has rarely been touched upon in other textbooks. The
chapters are focused on student accessibility and include
practical applications of key concepts. Features and
benefits: Covers a range of assessment concepts,
including - Formative (uses feedback from learning to
adapt teaching) -Summative (i.e. tests, quizzes)
-Authentic (focuses on complex/deeper tasks)
-Standardized (STAR, SAT) Includes coverage of
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assessment for English language learners and children
with special needs -- topics that are not provided enough
coverage in other books (including Wortham, McAfee,
Puckett and Mindes). Wright's writing style grabs and
engages the reader in the topic. Two of our reviewers
who use Wortham specifically cited Wright's writing style
as a reason they would adopt our book. A McAfee
reviewer is likely to switch for the same reason.
"Current welding literature" included in each volume.
This report provides an international comparative
analysis and policy advice to countries on how
evaluation and assessment arrangements can be
embedded within a consistent framework to improve the
quality, equity and efficiency of school education.
This report provides an overview of policy strategies on
early childhood education settings (from birth to primary
schooling) in eight countries. Data were collected using a
policy questionnaire addressed to and completed by the
National Research Coordinator(s) (NRC) of Chile, the
Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Italy, Poland, the
Russian Federation and the United States. The countries
that participated provide interesting illustrations of early
childhood education policy in action in a range of diverse
contexts. Analysis of the systemic and structural results
of ECE policy at national and, where necessary,
subnational levels, enables transnational comparisons in
policy and systems. Key policy changes, both underway
and planned, are documented. These data reveal key
findings in each of the five policy areas as covered in the
questionnaire and this report: public policy; delivery
models and providers; participation and enrollment;
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quality assurance systems; and expectations for child
outcomes. In particular, the study aims to provide
meaningful information for countries, states and
jurisdictions across the world in relation to early
childhood education, mapping the systems, structures
and user pathways in place, along with the perceptions
of stakeholders about the system, its functioning and
impact. This comprehensive assessment of the wider
policy contexts and settings for early childhood education
includes teacher/practitioner qualifications, pedagogy
approaches, and opportunities for professional
development. Such information will enable countries to
review their early childhood education systems in an
international context.
G20 members bring together the world’s major
advanced and emerging economies, as well as the
European Union. Together they represent some 90% of
global GDP, 80% of global trade and two-thirds of the
world’s population. In recognition of educational
development as a key driver of economic development,
the G20 members have put education reform high on
their policy agenda in order to meet the challenges and
embrace the opportunities ahead. Their experiences and
lessons in education reform will not only showcase the
global trend of education development, but also will
provide valuable reference and inspiration for
undertaking education reform to advance national
development in China as well as other countries. This
book documents recent policy reform in G20 members’
systems, showcases the global trends in education
policy, serves as a valuable reference tool and also
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provide inspiration for undertaking education reform to
advance development in related countries.?
The beautifully illustrated and utterly absorbing biography of
one of the twentieth century's most transfixing artists Frida is
the story of one of the twentieth century 's most extraordinary
women, the painter Frida Kahlo. Born near Mexico City, she
grew up during the turbulent days of the Mexican Revolution
and, at eighteen, was the victim of an accident that left her
crippled and unable to bear children. To salvage what she
could from her unhappy situation, Kahlo had to learn to keep
still so she began to paint. Kahlo 's unique talent was to make
her one of the century 's most enduring artists. But her
remarkable paintings were only one element of a rich and
dramatic life. Frida is also the story of her tempestuous
marriage to the muralist Diego Rivera, her love affairs with
numerous, diverse men such as Isamu Noguchi and Leon
Trotsky, her involvement with the Communist Party, her
absorption in Mexican folklore and culture, and of the
inspiration behind her unforgettable art.
As national leaders struggle to revive their economies, the
people of Europe face a stark reality, which has created an
opportunity for local leaders and citizen movers and shakers
to rise to the occasion to spur revitalization from the bottom
up. The author offers a six-point plan to prosperity.
The 78th Annual Meeting of the Psychometric Society (IMPS)
builds on the Psychometric Society's mission to share
quantitative methods relevant to psychology. The chapters of
this volume present cutting-edge work in the field. Topics
include studies of item response theory, computerized
adaptive testing, cognitive diagnostic modeling, and
psychological scaling. Additional psychometric topics relate to
structural equation modeling, factor analysis, causal
modeling, mediation, missing data methods, and longitudinal
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data analysis, among others. The papers in this volume will
be especially useful for researchers in the social sciences
who use quantitative methods. Prior knowledge of statistical
methods is recommended. The 78th annual meeting took
place in Arnhem, The Netherlands between July 22nd and
26th, 2013. The previous volume to showcase work from the
Psychometric Society’s Meeting is New Developments in
Quantitative Psychology: Presentations from the 77th Annual
Psychometric Society Meeting (Springer, 2014).
This book includes 25 peer-reviewed short papers submitted
to the Scientific Opening Conference titled “Statistics and
Information Systems for Policy Evaluation”, aimed at
promoting new statistical methods and applications for the
evaluation of policies and organized by the Association for
Applied Statistics (ASA) and the Department of Statistics,
Computer Science, Applications DiSIA “G. Parenti” of the
University of Florence, jointly with the partners AICQ (Italian
Association for Quality Culture), AICQ-CN (Italian Association
for Quality Culture North and Centre of Italy), AISS (Italian
Academy for Six Sigma), ASSIRM (Italian Association for
Marketing, Social and Opinion Research), Comune di
Firenze, the SIS – Italian Statistical Society, Regione
Toscana and Valmon – Evaluation & Monitoring.
The field of multilingual testing and assessment has grown
rapidly in recent years due to the widespread need to
integrate immigrant populations into mainstream education
and to provide fair and equitable forms of assessment for all
students. However, a continuing emphasis on bilingual
students has created a significant gap in testing and
assessment research. This book addresses the need for
research and guidance on testing multilingual students: at its
heart is the difference between designing multilingual tests
and testing multilingual individuals. The author introduces an
integrated approach to testing and assessment, a flexible
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approach that combines information about multilingual
learners' knowledge, skills and abilities with information about
their language background and living environment. The book
provides an overview of existing research conducted with
multilingual populations; provides guidelines for test-writers,
teachers and educators that outline the steps involved in the
design, administration, scoring and interpretation of tests for
multiple language speakers; and demonstrates how to use
the integrated approach to testing and assessment in a
multilingual educational context.
From the 23rd to 26th of November 2009 in La Palma island,
in the Canaries, the Comparative Education Society in
Europe (CESE) organized an international symposium
entitled PISA under Examination: Changing Knowledge,
Changing Tests, and Changing Schools. During four days
seventeen leading scholars of Europe and America presented
their contributions to debate the different problematiques of
the remarkable phenomenon represented by the OECD
Programme for International Student Assessment or PISA.
PISA is not merely an educational event. It is also a media
circus which involves the public rehearsal for reasons for
failure or success; and even, in some cases, public and
political and academic explanations about why 'failure' was
not really that, and why 'success' was not really that either. At
the centre of all these indications, we find the growing
influence of international agencies on education and
schooling which is decisively contributing to a marketisation of
the field of education, in the context of an increasingly
multilevel and fragmented arena for educational governance
based on the formulation, the regulation and the transnational
coordination and convergence of policies, buttressed at the
same time by the diffusion of persuasive discursive practice.
Organized in four sections entitled The Comparative
Challenges of the OCDE PISA Programme, PISA and School
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Knowledge, The Assessment of PISA, School Effectiveness
and the Socio-cultural Dimension, PISA and the Immigrant
Student Question, and Extreme Visions of PISA: Germany
and Finland, the contributions of this book offers a
comprehensive approach of all these challenging and
significant issues written from different and distinct research
and academic traditions.
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